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Resources to Streamline Kitchen Operations

5 Reasons iOS is the Best Choice for
Your Restaurant’s mPOS
Choosing a mobile point of sale (mPOS) system for your
restaurant is a matter of remembering three S’s: simple,
secure, and scalable. You’ll want an mPOS solution that
new employees can learn quickly, that’s easy to maintain
and that keeps your network and customer data secure. In
addition, make sure your mPOS has the ability to scale as
your business grows by integrating with tools such as a
kitchen display system. Apple’s iOS devices offer a great
choice when it comes to restaurant mPOS solutions.

Read More

Bemacash: An Innovative Cloud-Based POS Solution
Bemacash was featured at the International Restaurant Show at the Javits Center, March 4-6, 2018. View our
video to learn more about Bemacash.

Featured Resource: New Ebook!

How a KDS Solution Brings Value
to Your Operations
There are more than 620,000 restaurants in the
United States, so independent restaurants need every
advantage they can get. Changing consumer habits
and expectations and increasing competition are
continually creating new challenges. Do you have the
technology you need to get — and stay — ahead?

Download EBOOK

Expiring March 30, 2018

Don’t Miss Out on Bematech’s
Q1 Promotions!
Get a $30 instant rebate on all LE1015 models and
$35 instant rebate on all SB1015 models. Valid
through March 30 for USA and Canada customers
only.

Learn More

More Resources

How to Calculate the Total Cost

Bematech

Choosing the Right

of Ownership of a POS System

Product Catalog

Point-of-Sale System
for Your Business

Upcoming Events and Trade Shows

April 11-13, Las Vegas, NV

May 19-22, Chicago, IL

August 5-8, Nashville, TN
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About Bematech
Bematech has over three decades of point of sale expertise in the United States and a global presence covering over 37
countries. Bematech prides itself on providing complete hardware and software solutions to meet your POS and kitchen
display systems (KDS) needs. In addition, the company offers top-notch manufacturing, warehouse and technical
support within the United States. Bematech is a one stop shop, servicing a wide range of customers, from SMBs to
enterprise businesses. This combination of experience, hardware, and software allows Bematech to provide tailored
POS solutions to help automate your business and increase your bottom line.
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